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Domaine Naturaliste SBS scores hat-trick

Chloe Fraser - Busselton Dunsborough Times on July 8, 2016, 2:18 pm ShareCarbunup River winery Domaine
Naturaliste's 2014 Sauvage Sauvignon Blanc Semillon has been recognised internationally, winning three trophy
awards at the International Wine Challenge in London.The 2014 Sauvage SBS is made of the wild yeast that lines
the outside of the grape, fermented and matured in large French oak barrels for 10 months, and took home
International Varietal, Varietal and Regional trophy awards.Director and winemaker Bruce Dukes said it was "lovely"
to receive international recognition and positive and encouraging feedback from the judges. "It is quite unique with
fruit perfumes of cassis and redcurrants which are interesting and attractive for a white wine," he said."The
international success of this wine is not only great for Domaine Naturaliste, but brilliant for the reputation of the
Margaret River region, State and country as a whole."International Wine Challenge co-chairman Charles Metcalfe
said the competition brought together judges from all around the world and each trophy-winning wine was blind-
tasted at least four times by an expert panel."IWC is the more rigorous competition around so a trophy win is a
huge achievement," he said."Domaine Naturaliste Sauvage Sauvignon Blanc Semillon 2014 impressed with its
complex combination of zesty citrus fruit and a creamy mouthful."The judges predicted this already excellent young
wine will only get better with age."Domaine Naturaliste is holding a winery open weekend on Saturday and Sunday,
and Mr Dukes said the event would show the inner workings of a winery."It's about tasting quality wine without all the
bells and whistles, tasting the wine while standing next to the next lot that is gently and quietly brewing in the barrels,"
he said.Share
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